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“
How do you represent silence? 
How do you make the invisible not only visible, 
but tangible? How do you speak about nothing? 
When is the moment nothing becomes something; 
becomes everything? These described are moments of 
becoming, when something takes itself up -




What is nothing when it is something?
WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
Void is a proposed exhibition that was created for 
Modern and Contemporary Art, where we were to 
create an exhibition based around a theme and 
collect modern works that contributed towards our 
chosen theme.
● Art that subverts the modern popular ideas of 
what art is usually expected to be: 
consumable, classically aesthetically “pretty”, 
and most importantly, easily understandable 
and approachable.
The exhibition would serve as a place made for questioning, 
for looking and paying attention to the actions made in the creation 
of each piece, the focus on meaning, and especially on what cannot 





Where to begin with the impossible nothing?
• Ideas of how space is taken into 
consideration in the realm of 
contemporary art;






• I wanted information on the 
history of paradoxical works in 
the modern and contemporary 
art world, as well as the 
cultural effects that came with 
them.
AVANT-GUARDE
INTERDISIPLINARY & DIVERSE RESEARCH
To be able to choose works that would challenge a modern-day audience, 
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The final choices and layout for the exhibition
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